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INTRODUCTION

At least 5 times as many people have died (either directly or indirectly) as a
result of the conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo [DRC] 1 from 1996 to the
present, than in the Rwandan genocide and Darfur put together 2 . Ugandan and
Rwandan invasions lie at the heart of the gross violations and serious abuses of human
rights, including potential crimes of genocide that have occurred in the DRC. The
invasions and ensuing deaths occurred at a time when there was considerable Western
support to both Rwanda and Uganda, even after their crimes against humanity had
come to light.
In a previous article 3 , we described how foreign aid financed campaigns of
pillage which perversely helped these countries to be seen as models of “African
Renaissance”. International relations theory holds that rogue states should be punished
for their transgressions if we hope for them to respect the rules in the future. Instead,
Rwanda and Uganda were rewarded, despite abundant evidence of their crimes
available to the donor community and proof that cutting aid was an effective deterrent.

Unsurprisingly, they continued their destabilization of the DRC. This could also be seen
as a corollary of the “Democratic Peace Argument” that democracies almost never go to
war with each other because of their checks and balances and more compromiseoriented culture. A contrario, by supporting their despotic governments with resources
and political cover, the International Community increased the proclivity of Rwanda
and Uganda to go to war4. Both countries continue to receive much aid and are much
sought after for African peacekeeping missions where Western countries either refuse to
go or are not wanted. Having managed to hold its first elections in 40 years, the DRC
still finds itself in a very fragile state. Rwanda and Uganda continue to oppress at home
and destabilize the DRC in slightly subtler ways.

We will

analyze the economic-

political-security mix that has made the crisis in the DRC so deadly and through
concrete examples, show the “style” of destabilization to draw some lessons to guide
policy makers in the future. Besides reviewing previous arguments about the aidviolence nexus and pillage of natural resources, we will also examine the actions of the
International Community, lack of resources to Security Sector Reform [SSR],
unwillingness to confront root causes and engage in meaningful political dialogue,
communications, the importance of timely reaction and its implications for the sort of
actors we use in peacebuilding/peacekeeping.

The Conflict in the DRC: a Brief History5
In 1996, Rwanda and Uganda led a group of neighboring states to invade what
was then Zaire, officially to fight their own rebels who had taken refuge there. However,
as the regime of Zaire’s President Mobutu collapsed, both countries took the war to the
capital, Kinshasa, and installed a new government, with Laurent Desiré Kabila [Kabila
Sr.] - a former comrade in arms from the 1960s6 - as President, and General James
Kaberebe - a Rwandan - as chief of the armed forces. The country was renamed the
Democratic Republic of Congo. When relations with President Kabila soured; Rwanda,
Uganda and Burundi reinvaded in 1998, again purporting to fight their own rebels.
Rwanda and Uganda respectively created two main proxy “rebel” movements against
the GoDRC 7 : the Rassemblement Congolais pour la Démocratie [RCD] and the
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Mouvement de Libération du Congo [MLC]. The RCD soon split into many sub-groups,
the main one being the RCD-Goma8 [RCD-G]. They also supported numerous other
militias in the East. Kabila’s government fought back with the help of Angola,
Zimbabwe, Namibia and the Mai Mai9, and the war turned into a stalemate. Starting in
August 1999, Uganda and Rwanda started fighting over control of the diamond trade in
Kisangani - a city in northern DRC - and their mutual relations have been strained ever
since; often expressed in competition for the attentions of the RCD spin-offs and alleged
support for each other’s rebels. The Lusaka Cease Fire Agreement10 signed in 1999 was
supposed to create a ceasefire and disengagement, orderly withdrawal of foreign forces,
disarmament of armed groups including repatriation of foreigners, national dialogue
and elections. It also aimed for a Joint Military Commission [JMC] and UN
peacekeeping mission. Though the JMC and a UN Mission [MONUC11] were created,
initially little real progress was made due to the behavior of the Parties, especially Kabila
Sr. who resented the conditions imposed on him. Kabila was assassinated in 2001 and
his son Joseph assumed the presidency. After tortuous peace negotiations12 and with
MONUC’s small presence (for the size of the country), the Rwandan and Ugandan
armies officially left the DRC in 2002, though they continued to operate through proxy
forces13. The Global and Inclusive Agreement negotiated in Sun City, South Africa was
finalized and implemented in 2003 14 . The Rwandan Government [GoR] has been
especially suspected of frequently both assisting rebellions and sending in its own
military elements. There is much evidence that in 2007, as in the past, it supported
murderous [Congolese Tutsi and former Rwandan Army] warlord Laurent Nkunda with
at least manpower, logistics, and political/propaganda support15 . Though of course the
GoR denies knowledge of arms shipments from its territory, recruitment of its military
personnel and refugees [including children], it is virtually impossible inside a
geographically small police state such as Rwanda, for it NOT to be fully aware and at
least indulgent if not actively complicit. Despite large security and logistical hurdles, the
DRC held elections in 2006 and early 2007 which, though flawed, were generally held to
be free and fair16. Former Uganda-supported rebel leader Jean Pierre Bemba [whose
forces had been accused of cannibalism17] did not graciously accept defeat and after
armed skirmishes between his bodyguard and the security forces, fled into exile. DRC
and Ugandan forces have skirmished over control of recently discovered oil deposits in
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Lake Edward. It remains to be seen how successful a peace agreement negotiated in
Arusha will be18. Even more problematic to enforce will be the recently signed peace deal
between the GoDRC and Nkunda .

COUNTING THE DEAD IN THE DRC
According to the International Rescue Committee [IRC]’s most recent published
study published in Jan 08, over 5.4m people are estimated to have died (directly and
indirectly) in the DRC since 1998 as a result of the second invasion and occupation,
including 4.6m in the Rwandan/Ugandan occupied and destabilized East19. The majority
of deaths were due to infectious diseases, malnutrition and neonatal- and pregnancyrelated conditions likely related to the social and economic disturbances caused by
conflict, including disruption of health services, poor food security, deterioration of
infrastructure, and population displacement. Children - particularly susceptible to these
easily preventable and treatable conditions - accounted for 47 % of deaths, even though
they constituted only 19 % of the population. An estimated 45,000 continue to die
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monthly as a result of the conflict and its aftermath20. According to the IRC, such
conflicts often leave a legacy of higher mortality years after they are over21. There are no
exact figures for the death toll of Rwanda’s and Uganda’s preceding invasion in 19961997. The UN High Commissioner for Refugees [UNHCR] has a figure of 213,000
Rwandan Hutu (thus not including Congolese) refugees unaccounted for22. The first
report of the UN Special Rapporteur, Roberto Garreton, published in July 1997, listed
134 allegations of massacres, “most of them carried out by AFDL 23 and the
Banyamulenge rebels24”. A UN Team sent to investigate was stymied and blocked by the
then Rwanda-controlled Congolese government, but was able to do enough research to
determine that “the killings by AFDL and its allies, including elements of the Rwandan
Patriotic Army [RPA, the Rwanda army]25, constitute crimes against humanity, as
does the denial of humanitarian assistance to Rwandan Hutu refugees. The members
of the Team believe that some of the killings may constitute genocide, depending on
their intent, and call for further investigation of those crimes and of their
motivation26”: The UK’s Guardian newspaper claimed that the UN High Commissioner
will finally send a team to attempt to map all the massacres that have taken place in the
DRC over the course of these wars, however no such announcement could be found at
the Agency’s website27.

POURING GASOLINE ON THE FIRE: THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF AID
“Jarring as it is to the common-sense notion of rationality, let us now make the
special assumption that the altruist gets satisfaction not from observably better outcomes for
others, but rather from his or her own sacrifices for them. On this assumption we can secure
voluntary provision of collective goods even in the largest groups. Here each dollar of personal
consumption that is sacrificed can bring a significant return in moral satisfaction, and the
problem that substantial personal sacrifices bring little or no perceptible change in the level of
public goods provided is no longer relevant.” Mancur Olson28

According to Jervis29, chances of achieving universal cooperation are improved
by: 1) anything that increases incentives to cooperate - upping gains of mutual
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cooperation and/or decreasing costs the actor will pay if he cooperates and the other
does not; 2) anything that decreases the gains of taking advantage of the other and/or
increasing the costs of mutual non-cooperation; 3) anything that increases each side’s
expectation that the other will cooperate. If the costs of defection are low, then its
likelihood is that much higher. In many conflicts embroiling the developing world, costs
are relatively low, especially to leaders. Manufacturing is usually not a large part of their
economy, nor trade (especially with neighbors), and troops are considered far more
expendable than they would be in the developed world. The “pain threshold” is therefore
much higher.
The problem of aid fueling conflict is known to the Donor community. The
OECD’s DAC Guidelines talk about the need to “counter the criminal forms of business
often flourishing in situations of conflict and the rent-seeking and loot-seeking
"spoilers" — who can in some cases include the military engaged in profitable activities
— that tend to exacerbate and perpetuate conflicts, and obstruct peace”30 but this is
usually mentioned in the context of humanitarian aid to a country involved in a civil
war. It is rarely discussed in the case of one country invading its neighbor or fomenting
a rebellion for the personal gain of its elite, as is often the case in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Despite regular reports of massacres, pillaging and diverse other war crimes, aid to
Uganda and Rwanda went on generally unabated31. Previously, we estimated that32: in
1999, Uganda made a profit of 147,031,861 USD or a return on investment of 538%, not
including a further 41,473,000 USD from the debt relief it received for having such
“good governance”. Besides debt relief, it received 590,410,000 USD in Development
Assistance [not counting the debt relief it would later receive]. Were aid to be cut off and
assuming “it would have maintained its presence in the DRC anyway”, that would have
represented a loss of 443,378,139 USD or 1622% loss on the investment of 27,330,000
to operate in the DRC. If we include the effect of debt relief just for that year, we would
get a loss of 604,553,000 USD or 2212%. If we included all the future years of debt
relief, the loss would be enormously higher. Based on the rough calculations of how
much it cost Rwanda to occupy the Eastern DRC and how much they were getting out of
it, a cut off of aid in 2000 would have meant a loss of 322 million USD gross or 76 -114
million net after factoring in returns from exploitation in the DRC. The “Net Result” of
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investing 60 million USD to occupy the DRC would be a loss of 127 –190% of
investment. If we included the 15,642,000 USD of debt relief for that year, it would be a
91,642,000-129,642,000 USD or 153-216 % net loss.
In 2002, following a number of damning reports by the UN and others on
Rwanda and Uganda’s pillaging and other crimes; the French and Americans finally arm
twisted the British into threatening to withhold debt relief if the foreign forces did not
leave the DRC. Unfortunately, despite massive evidence that the GoR and GoU
subsequently continued to manipulate the conflict 33 , aid continued flowing. It was
briefly partially suspended after a Rwandan announcement that it may have actually
already reinvaded the DRC in November 200434 but quickly restored thereafter. It has
stayed the same or continued to go up for both countries since then35 despite talk of
“tough love” on governance from the US 36 and the pious language of the DAC
Guidelines. The UK signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the GoR
guaranteeing a minimum of £46m a year until 201537 [=91,230,000 USD38 ]. DFID’s
bilateral aid to Uganda has risen from £50m in 2002/03 to £70m [138,870,000 USD39]
in 2006/07 as part of a similar strategy involving several donors40. There are human
rights and governance conditions attached to the aid. However, if almost 6m dead in the
Region and the continuing flagrant domestic human rights abuses were not enough to
invoke the conditionality thus far; it is difficult to see what could ever motivate the UK
to take such a step. Since Rwanda’s Central Bank Governor became President of the
African Development Bank in 2005, this may help to shield the GoR from international
pressure using aid conditionality41.
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Military aid
Besides direct budgetary aid and debt relief, Rwanda and Uganda have benefited
from military aid42. Though the numbers may not seem large compared to ordinary US
operations, they are significant by the standards of Central African countries. The US,
for example, has military cooperation agreements with both countries. Astonishingly,
the agreement with Rwanda was signed right after Rwandan proxy Laurent Nkunda
sought to take control of Bukavu, the capital of the DRC’s South Kivu province, in MayJune 200443. The US Department of Defense has also admitted that its special forces
provided basic training to the Rwandan army in the late 1990s44. Human Rights Watch
alleges that the US Government [US Gov’t] actively opposed the UN investigation into
atrocities in the DRC and privately requested President Kabila [Sr.] not to cooperate
with the investigation 45 . Since 2006, Uganda has received much increased funds
dedicated to an array of security needs: 2,03 m USD in FY 200646 , 2.11m in 200747,
4.77m [Est.] in FY200848 and 4.75m [Req.] in FY 200949 [These include IMET funds –
BELOW]. The increased aid to Uganda can be justified in part because the GoU is
dealing inside Uganda with the difficult situation posed by the Lord’s Resistance Army
[with which it is negotiating] and, unlike Rwanda, it has submitted itself to the
International Court of Justice [ICJ - SEE BELOW] where it was condemned for its
crimes in the DRC. However, it has never paid any compensation to the DRC, nor
admitted culpability in the deaths in the millions of deaths. Had the GoU practiced a
more inclusive sort of governance and had the Ugandan Military spent more time on
security at home and less on foreign military adventures in search of plunder; perhaps
less aid would be needed.
International Military Education and Training (IMET) funds to “enhance
professional, technical, and tactical proficiency” to Rwanda and Uganda continued
during the worst years of Rwandan and Ugandan abuses in the DRC until the advent of
the Bush Administration. The GoR received 164,000 USD in FY2000 before being cut
to O for FYs 2001-2002. Following Rwanda’s “official” withdrawal in 2002, it was
restored to 162,000 USD in 2003 and is now at 382,000 [Est.] in FY2008 and 400,000
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[Req.] in FY200950. IMET funding to Uganda was also maintained during the Clinton
Administration, standing at 247,000 USD in FY2000 before being cut to O for FYs
2001-2002, restored to 170,000 in FY2003 and now at 477,000 for FY2008 [Est.] with
500,000 [Req.] for FY200851. The numbers of Rwandan and Ugandan officers trained
followed funding levels and are requested respectively at 151 and 106 for FY 200852.
Besides focusing on the “professionalism and peacekeeping capacities” of the Rwandan
Army, FY2007 IMET programs were supposed to “emphasize human rights and civilian
control of the military, military justice, and improved civil-military relations. Rwanda
was to receive training in Equal Opportunity to encourage non-discriminatory practices
and equal access to all ethnic groups in the country”53. At present, the small clique of
Tutsi military raised in Uganda continue to thoroughly dominate the country. Autocratic
governments in Africa accept such training along with the more operational kind since it
costs them nothing and helps to smooth the way for billions in foreign aid and debt
relief every year. It does not necessarily mean that they do more than token
implementation.
In FY2008, the US will spend $95.2m for the Presidential Global Peace
Operations Initiative [GPOI], including training over 14,000 troops54. This program
incorporates the African Contingency Operations Training and Assistance program
[ACOTA], and the Enhanced International Peacekeeping Capabilities [EIPC] program,
previously funded under the Foreign Military Financing program [FMF] account.
ACOTA complements and reinforces IMET by “providing training to strengthen the
military's capacity to participate in peacekeeping operations throughout the continent”.
“The generally two-month training includes convoy escort, checkpoint and disarmament
operations, weapons handling, management of refugees, negotiations and small-unit
command skills. Command and staff training - as well as exercises for battalion, brigade
and multinational force headquarters personnel - also are included. ACOTA also
furnishes non-weapons equipment, including uniforms, boots, generators, mine
detectors, field medical equipment and water purification devices…” 55 Though the
overall aim of the program is worthy in itself, dual use of its elements has to be
examined strenuously with regards to Rwandan and Ugandan militaries given their
recent crimes. In the FY2008 supplemental request of 278m USD, there is $150m to
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support Darfur peacekeeping, including the AU Mission in Sudan (AMIS). Besides other
support and transition to a UN force, it includes pre-deployment training and equipping
for Rwandan and Senegalese troops56. During his recent visit to Rwanda, President Bush
announced that the US would spend another 100m USD to train African peacekeepers
for Darfur including 12m for 2,400 more Rwandan troops57. The FY2007 supplemental
request also included $128m to support other peacekeeping requirements in Africa like
Somalia where Uganda is present. In FY2007, Rwanda and Uganda were included in a
list of countries eligible to partake of an estimated 4m USD for the Africa
Coastal/Border Security Program 58 but it is unclear whether they have yet received
anything from the project.
The UK has more limited means than the US but is still an important military
supporter due to its colonial links to Uganda and its “adoption” of Kagame’s RPF
Regime. Information on the UK is more difficult to obtain though they seem to be giving
significant aid, at least to Uganda59. Most notably, it has supported the efforts of IGAD
(Intergovernmental Authority on Development) to create the Eastern Africa Standby
Brigade (EASBRIG) with a Support Team in Nairobi offering advice to the planning
element of EASBRIG on doctrine, training, structures, and standby systems60 . Both
Rwanda and Uganda are members of EASBRIG.

Military Sales
Since FY2007, Rwanda is eligible to receive Excess Defense Articles (EDA)61 on a
grant basis under Section 516 of the Foreign Assistance Act in order to modernize its
military and continue its participation in international peacekeeping operations62. In
2006, Uganda received EDA articles worth 819,000 USD [Acquisition Cost: 4.097m
USD]63. Even though Uganda was still implicated in the destabilization of the Eastern
DRC at the time, it received 1.99m USD of FMF 64 in 2004 and 1.984m in 2005.
According to Concerned Africa Scholars, the FMF program is used by the U.S. Defense
Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA) to provide low-interest loans to foreign
governments to finance arms purchases from the US Gov’t or from private US
companies - in the case of all sub-Saharan recipients; the US Gov’t waives the
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repayment of these loans65. In 1998, the year Rwanda invaded the DRC for a second
time, Foreign Military Sales Agreements66 [i.e. US Gov’t] were 53,000 USD and then
500,000 in 200567[the only other year sales are recorded]. FMS to Uganda varied from
none at all during FYs 1999-2002 to over 3.5m USD for several years68. There is no
evidence of any other direct sales from the US Gov’t during recent years. Commercial
Exports Licensed or Approved under the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) or
“Commercial Sales” (CS) program is the process by which certain types of military and
police equipment are sold to foreign governments under licenses issued by the US Office
of Trade Controls. Numbers vary on a year to year basis for both countries but have
increased for Rwanda since 2005 and Uganda since 200369.
The UK has also sold equipment to both countries, particularly Uganda which
has purchased everything from body armor to night sights and armored all wheel drive
vehicles70. Besides whatever use the Ugandan and Rwandan armies made of this in the
DRC, the BBC alleged some armored vehicles sold to Uganda may have been used in
suppressing opposition rallies during Uganda’s elections in 200671.

UN Rewards
Despite years of denigrating UN peacekeeping, both Uganda and particularly
Rwanda have proven keen to reap its rewards72. At the end of Feb 08, Rwanda had 2,987
of its security personnel deployed on UN peacekeeping missions. Mostly, this consisted
of the 2,576 troops in UNAMID [2 battalions plus 9 military observers [milobs] and
probably some staff officers, etc in HQ],

followed by 256 troops and 15 milobs in

UNMIS. Besides Sudan, its police are in Haiti [MINUSTAH], UNMIL [Liberia], and
Côte d’Ivoire [UNOCI] along with a few milobs. Uganda had 153 police and milobs
deployed w. UNAMID, UNMIS, UNMIL, UNOCI, UNMIK [Kosovo] and UNMIT [East
Timor]. This does not include the 1600 troops deployed as part of the AU force in
Somalia [AMISOM] – which may be transformed into a UN operation 73 . Brigadier
General Karake, the Rwandan Deputy Force Commander of UNAMID indicted for war
crimes by a Spanish court [SEE BELOW], will be paid close to 200,000 USD in 200874.
Milobs, police advisors and some staff officers would be making anywhere from 120 to
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223USD/day75 [less if food & accommodation is provided] plus a 6 monthly clothing
allowance of 200 USD on top of their regular salaries. This money, paid directly to them
by the mission, can easily be more than ten times their salary at home. For this reason,
such missions are highly sought after in African armies and are often given out based on
one’s good relations with senior commanders. It is entirely possible that some of these
milobs were also involved in war crimes in Rwanda and the DRC. Troop Contributing
Countries [TCCs] receive 1,101-1,404 USD for each Contingent soldier76 For Rwanda;
this gives an estimated TOTAL of 3,203,842 USD per month or 38,446,099 per year77.
Considering that the last available data for Rwanda [2005] show an official defense
budget of approx. 46.2m78, this would mean that renting the services of these troops
pays for something like 83% of its defense budget [excluding the other aid which
probably more than makes up the rest]. UN Peacekeeping is in effect paying for all of
Rwanda’s destabilization in the DRC, thus massively magnifying the burden and cost
of MONUC. The TCC can decide to give all or nothing of what it receives to the
Contingent soldier in the field. The soldier gets 38.4 USD per month directly from the
UN on top of his national salary plus a recreational leave allowance of $10.50 per day for
up to 7 days of leave taken during each 6 month period [though this may not seem like a
lot, it is considerable to many soldiers from developing countries earning less than 100
USD per month]79. All deployment to the Mission and redeployment home is paid by the
UN as is food & accommodation for the Contingent soldiers. Use of Major equipment,
when not already provided for by the UN, is also paid for by the Organization.
To use Axelrod & Keohane’s term, there was not much of a “Shadow of the
Future” 80 to discourage Rwanda and Uganda despite the fact that conditions for
effective sanctioning are clearly there: 1) monitoring is not so difficult [there are plenty
of reports from the UN and reputable international and local NGOs]; 2) information is
therefore available; and 3) costs of punishment are not high [stop giving your money
away]. The main problems are: 1) decentralized retaliation [different donors will still
insist on giving money, thus leading to the lack of a common approach so often
lamented in documents on international aid]; 2) the fundamental nature of donors is to
donate: cutting off aid is barely in their consciousness81 and 3) as per Moravcsik82, there
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is often a disaggregated foreign policy [usually between the aforementioned
development people and the foreign ministries].

THE IRRELEVANCE OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE?
In our previous article 83 , we argued that aid given by the International
Community made the donors legally responsible for aiding and abetting crimes against
humanity since they knowingly [or reasonably should have known] provided material
assistance to the regimes committing these crimes. Uganda was eventually condemned
by the ICJ for its transgressions84. Rwanda cleverly refused to adhere to any of the
international courts and has managed to avoid any serious accountability thus giving
donors like the UK, EU, USA and International Financial Institutions enough wriggle
room to salve their consciences – making everybody happy, except the poor people
killed, raped or pillaged. The only real efforts to bring RPF officials to justice have been
by national courts in France and Spain. French Anti-Terrorism Judge Jean-Louis
Bruguière put out international arrest warrants for those RPF combatants he believed
shot down Former [Hutu] Rwandan President Habyarimana’s plane along with its
French crew.85 The Spanish court also suspects the RPF. 06 Feb 08, a judge from the
national tribunal specializing in terrorism and international crimes opened a case
against 40 individuals from the RPF and Rwandan Army for crimes of terrorism, crimes
against protected people and property in the context of an armed conflict, torture,
genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. These allegations are in connection
with several assassinations of Spanish aid workers as well as massacres of Rwandan and
Congolese nationals which took place in those countries from 1994 onwards and the
plunder of natural resources86. The case was brought on behalf of the victims and their
relatives by the “International Forum for Truth and Justice in the Great Lakes” which
includes many prominent human rights campaigners such as Nobel Peace Prize winner
Adolfo Pérez Esquivel, former American Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney, Nobel
Peace Prize nominee Juan Carrero, Jordi Palou-Loverdos and many international
NGOS87. Though Kagame was not indicted due to his Presidential immunity, the list
includes much of the RPF hierarchy including: Major General James Kabarebe, Chief of
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General Staff of Rwandan Army [RDF]; Major General Kayumba Nyamwasa,
Ambassador of Rwanda in India; Brigadier General Karenzi Karake, Deputy Force
Commander of UNAMID [Darfur]; and Lieutenant Colonel Rugumya Gacinya,
Rwanda’s Defense Attaché in the US. Another potentially interesting development is the
arrest 06 Mar 08 in Thailand of Russian arms dealer Victor Bout88, often implicated in
weapons shipments to the different armed groups involved in illegal resource
exploitation and war crimes in the DRC 89 . Given how potentially damaging his
testimony could be to Central African leaders [and perhaps some Western countries],
one wonders whether he will be sought for testimony by the ICC or only tried in the US
for alleged arms supplies to Columbian guerillas.
Oddly - given all the rhetoric about the “Global War on Terror” [GWOT] and the
“Responsibility to Protect” 90 , world leaders, professional do-gooders, rock stars and
journalists have paid virtually no attention to the decisions of the anti-terrorism judges
or to the many official reports by professional human rights investigators, and ICJ
verdicts. Only two weeks after the Spanish decision indicting Kagame and the RPF,
President Bush visited Rwanda and called Kagame a “personal friend” and “respected
leader” - while announcing the aforementioned extra 12m USD to train an army
responsible for more civilian deaths than Saddam Hussein’s Republican Guard, Sudan’s
Janjaweed, and Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge combined. A New York Times reporter said it
was Kagame’s winning of the 2003 Presidential election that endeared him to Mr.
Bush91, failing to mention the 10 years prior of war, torture and intimidation or that
Kagame locked up his opponents and their supporters before the vote92. Clearly, neither
she nor President Bush listened to Paul Rusesabagina, the real life hero of the movie
“Hotel Rwanda” - awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by Bush in 2005 - who
declared, “the whole world will be watching and wondering in disbelief why you [Bush]
have decided to go and shake the hands of suspected terrorists when fighting terrorism
was one of the cornerstones of your outstanding presidency”93. Lest one be too critical of
President Bush, it should be noted that a parade of the “Great and the Good” have lined
up to ignore Kagame [and Museveni’s] crimes and bask in his perverse aura. Though he
has stressed the importance of upholding justice and ending impunity to the Congolese
people94, a week after the Spanish verdict, UNSG Ban Ki Moon helped launch the new
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“Global Centre for the Responsibility to Protect” which lists the same GoR - indicted of
massive crimes against humanity - as one of its main patrons. Other Patrons include
Western Governments and a “Who’s Who” of luminaries who should know better95.
Prestigious universities such as Harvard’s Kennedy School and the London School of
Economics have both invited Kagame to speak on “reconciliation” as has the
Conservative Party of Great Britain96. Former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, whose
New Labour Government was so helpful in financing the military adventures of Mssrs.
Kagame and Museveni and supporting their autocratic regimes, has now taken on an
official job as unpaid advisor to Kagame’s neo-Apartheid state97.

ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE
At the end of their devastating April 2001 Report, the Panel of Experts made a
number of excellent recommendations98: temporary embargos on export/import certain
of key natural resources, freezing assets of rebel leaders and illegal exploiters, ensuring
financial institutions stop doing business with named banks located in Rwanda, Burundi
and Uganda, weapons embargos on rebel groups and their sponsors, and suspending
military co-operation with states whose forces were violating the sovereignty of the
DRC. Aside from a very few rebel leaders and the odd company, little of this was ever
done. A weapons embargo was imposed on arms going to the DRC but not to the
governments of countries [mainly Rwanda and Uganda] furnishing them, which made
the embargo practically worthless99. They also suggested that financial assistance to
these states also be suspended [CLEARLY not done] and diamond and timber
certification systems. It was recommended that Rwanda, Uganda and Burundi should
pay compensation to all those whom they had pillaged as well as damages for all the
endangered species they had killed in the national parks. This was not done, even after
Uganda was condemned by the ICJ for its pillage100. Rwanda having refused to be a
signatory, the case against it was not heard101.
The Panel made two recommendations which should become standard
peacekeeping practice in Africa and other “resource rich/governance poor” conflict
areas. First, they suggested a UN commission be set up to assist the GoDRC to manage
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the transition by helping to design a legal and regulatory framework, creating an
enabling environment for economic activities and enhancing state authority. This does
not yet seem to have happened in any significant way though there were some follow up
reports. NGOs such as Global Witness, Transparency International, the Carter Center
and Southern Africa Resource Watch have published reports and given advice to the
GoDRC102. They also suggested a permanent mechanism to investigate illicit trafficking
in natural resources in general and in the DRC in particular. This was not done as such
either though a new “Group of Experts” was set up in 2004 to track illicit weapons
shipments and other military assistance103. It was “reiterated” in later resolutions that
this included financial assistance, especially through the illegal exploitation of natural
resources104 and suggestions requested as to how to prevent this105 A separate report
done in consultation with the Group made some very good suggestions in a 2007
report106, referring to a “governance compact”, whose first priorities are (a) security
sector reform, (b) transparency, (c) natural resource management and (d) public finance
management”. Supposedly, the compact had been developed by the World Bank,
European Commission, UN and major bilateral partners. It recommended a review of
mining contracts [at least partly done] and recognized the nexus of illegal resource
trafficking, violence and the GoDRC’s capacity to raise revenue. Though it made
intelligent suggestions about helping artisanal miners and getting private sector actors
involved, its proposal for regional cooperation seemed naïve considering that the whole
aim of Rwanda and Uganda has been to profit as much as possible from the illegal
exploitation of resources. Notably, though the DRC has applied to join the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative [EITI], neither Rwanda nor Uganda has107.

Willful Self-Deception – Despite all evidence to the contrary, the
International Community largely continues to believe in Rwanda and
Uganda’s good intentions
The aim of the following section is to give specific examples of the methods and
styles employed by Rwanda, Uganda and their proxies in order to maintain chaos in the
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Eastern DRC, manipulate local and foreign opinion, and thus prolong their hold on the
region

South Kivu
From 2001 to 2005, this was one of the areas where much of the action was
happening. The weaker grip of Rwanda and the RCD-G here led to much conflict as
they desperately tried to hold onto the province.

As the Rwandan Army left in Sept – Oct 02, the GoDRC declared FDLR activity
illegal and started procedures for forced repatriation of “leaders”. In late Nov-early Dec,
the FAC108 fought with the FDLR in Kamina and FDLR Brigade commander Col Ndanda
was killed. Though many FDLR escaped, several hundred were repatriated “semivoluntarily” by the GoDRC and MONUC. Realizing that the Mai Mai had the best
contacts with the foreign combatants and contained a certain number of foreigners
within their own ranks, DDRRR had sought [despite much opposition by the Rwandan
Army and the RCD-G] to establish links with them since 2001. By the end of 2002,
DDRRR managed to start the first completely voluntary repatriations, though not
without much physical risk109. During the lead up to the Transition following the Sun
City Political Agreement, despite a general lack of aggressive activity by the Mai Mai, the
RCD-G [organized and supported by the GoR] waged extensive offensive operations
against the Mai Mai from Feb to June 2003. Whenever DDRRR arranged to repatriate a
group of combatants, the RCD-G [with whom MONUC had to coordinate for security especially since there were no available MONUC troops then] would stage an attack the
day before. This was believed part of the Rwandan Army’s “Operation Makusudi” aimed
at hampering the Transition110. Mai Mai General Padiri therefore stopped all exploratory
visits to Rwanda – a tool which DDRRR officers found useful in convincing small
Rwandan Armed groups to return. He stated that he needed Rwandan combatants to
help defend his positions from attack and that his commanders could not concentrate
on sensitizing their Rwandans if they were defending themselves.
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As the Transition progressed in the latter part of 2003, the Congolese stopped
fighting each other and DDRRR became increasingly easy. Particularly important was
the appointment of Brigadier General Nabyolwa as Commander of the 10th Military
Region [“10 MR” - South Kivu]. A professional who understood the nature of the
problems facing the new unified army [FARDC], for the first time MONUC Bukavu had
a completely sincere partner who wanted to get rid of all foreign combatants. MONUC
started taking him out to the field with other Transitional officials [many of them RCDG]. He was very strict with the Mai Mai,, ordering them to give up all the Rwandans
within their ranks. He also seriously tackled the problems of child soldiers, taxation of
the population by soldiers, and mixing units of Mai Mai and ex-ANC111. Unfortunately,
Kinshasa sent him few properly trained troops from the West, possibly because of RCDG objections and/or Congolese lack of organization.

Nonetheless, DDRRR leapt ahead.

More combatants were sent back from Nov 03 to Jan 04 from South Kivu than in all the
time up to then. It clearly showed the advantage that peace gave to the DDRRR process
with Congolese working together rather than fighting each other.
Unfortunately, just before the Transition took effect, Rwanda had replaced its
M-40 Governor Patient Mwendanga with Xavier Chiribanya, a man condemned to death
in absentia for participation in the murder of Kabila Sr. Chiribanya was also well known
to have been Rwanda’s Man in Brazzaville112, collecting and forwarding information to
Kigali. Rwanda also promoted subaltern officer [Lt/Capt] George Mirindi to Lt Colonel
and made him commander of the 6th Bde responsible for Bukavu. A number of other
junior officers also condemned for the Kabila murder [ex.Bahati, Kasongo] were given
promotions and placed in key positions in South Kivu in an attempt to spoil the
Transition. Despite sincere efforts by Nabyolwa to work with these officers, it was
obvious that they were not answering to the Transitional Government [TG] but rather to
the GoR. There were regular unsanctioned meetings at the Governor’s Residence
involving pro-Rwandan officers. There were Banyamulenge [and ex-RPA] officers such
as Gen Nkunda and Col Ruhorimbere, accused of war crimes, who had refused to swear
allegiance to the TG; as well as non-Banyamulenge ex-RCD-G condemned in the murder
of. Kabila Sr.113 These officers reportedly received 4x4 vehicles as personal gifts from
Governor Chiribanya, though one can only speculate as to where the funds to buy these
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vehicles came from. Many of these officers were regularly observed going back and forth
between Bukavu and Kigali114 and there is solid evidence that shortly after the Transition
took effect, the GoR was already assisting these elements to prepare for a military
putsch in the Kivus115.
Though

collaboration

between

Bukavu

DDRRR

and

the

Rwandan

Demobilization and Reintegration Commission [RDRC] was always been relatively
good, there had never been much cooperation from the Rwandan Army or the Rwandan
Security Services. Though Bukavu DDRRR always shared information and often put
Rwandan combatants in direct contact with Rwandan officials, it received almost no aid
in return. A flagrant example of how Rwanda used its proxies to undermine the TG was
the repatriation of FDLR Commander General Ruarakabije in November 2003. Known
for not having participated in the Genocide, DDRRR had been informed that he wanted
asylum in a third country in exchange for the DDRRR of his troops. MONUC had
responded by saying that though it was not in its power to grant asylum, it was open to
discussion. The Rwandan Security Services found out he was interested in returning and
took advantage of a field visit by Nabyolwa and senior MONUC staff to spirit
Ruarakabije and about a hundred of his troops out of the country. The pro-Rwandan
Congolese officers received bribes to keep their commander out of the picture. The
problem with this was that the rest of the FDLR [8,000 to 10,000], were left behind in
the hands of more hard-line officers. Neither MONUC nor the Region Commander was
given the opportunity to question Ruarakabije. Requests for Ruarakabije to speak to
other commanders or to send out a radio message to those in the field were rebuffed
until much later, by which time he had lost most of his influence with the rank and file
in the bush. This incident made it obvious that the individuals involved still owed their
first loyalty to Rwanda rather than the DRC. Their actions demonstrated a clear
unwillingness towards transparency and cooperation with MONUC and were a clear
violation of several Security Council resolutions prohibiting support to armed groups in
the DRC116 It also showed up any pretension about good neighborly relations or the new
Rwanda-DRC friendliness contributing to more effective DDRRR.
Governor Chiribanya continued to do whatever he could to block DDRRR. It
became increasingly obvious that he had no interest in the Transition. The replacement
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of provincial governors at the end of January 2004 encouraged Chiribanya and his
fellow plotters to increase preparations for what Kivutians called the “Third
Rebellion” 117 .

MONUC received many confirmed reports of arms coming from

Rwanda118, including specific information on how Bukavu was being used as a transit
point to Ituri.

Numerous arms caches were found and seized.

seizures were done jointly with MONUC, sometimes separately.

Sometimes, these
Though tension

developed between some MONUC officials and Nabyolwa over the manner in which
these seizures were carried out, Nabyolwa never lost his zeal for repatriating as many
Rwandan combatants as quickly as he could.

Despite his conflicts with Chiribanya,

Mirindi, & cie. he continued to give second chances to ex- RCD-G officers who would
have been put in prison for treason in most armies.
Unfortunately, Nabyolwa overplayed his hand and MONUC failed to support
him in his hour of need. 21 Feb 04, Nabyolwa went to the house of LCol Bahati
following a tip about an illegal weapons cache. Bahati had fled and hidden the weapons
in the house of his co-conspirator Maj Kasongo.

MONUC had not been properly

informed of this action. When the acting Chief of Staff of the Forward Ops Centre
showed up with the Chief of the Human Rights Section, they were rudely received by
Nabyolwa who felt they were trying to block him from dealing with a rebellion. Despite
promises not to send Kasongo [condemned to death in absentia for Kabila’s murder] to
Kinshasa, Nabyolwa put him on a plane 23 Feb. That same night, Nabyolwa’s Second in
Command Col Mutebutsi [an ex-RCD-G Congolese Tutsi], instead of trying to deal with
the issue through the military and political chain of command, assaulted Nabyolwa’s
residence, killing two bodyguards . “Non-active” Tutsi officers [some of whom had
served with the Rwandan Army] mysteriously appeared before the incident 119 . Had
Mutebutsi attacked a superior officer in Rwanda, he would have probably been publicly
executed with his accomplices the next day in the football stadium120.
In Kinshasa, RCD-G Vice President Ruberwa threatened to pull out of the TG if
Kasongo was not returned. The response of MONUC and the International Community
to Mutebutsi’s mutiny and Ruberwa’s threat was weak to non-existent. Instead, it
roundly criticized Nabyolwa’s “insensitivity” for sending Kasongo [a proven mutineer
and agent of a foreign government] to Kinshasa. Senior MONUC leadership ignored the
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dire situation in the East in its reports to UNHQ despite multiple warnings121. Not only
did this make MONUC extremely unpopular, it also created an aura of impunity which
led directly to the subsequent rebellion of Mutebutsi and Nkunda in late May – June 04.
DDRRR and SSR in South Kivu immediately stopped. Some Mai Mai commanders had
been reluctant anyway to lose the Rwandans who had fought alongside them, claiming
to need them to fight the “Rwandan-Banyamulenge Third Rebellion”.

Nabyolwa and

MONUC had told them not to be ridiculous but since a Banyamulenge Second in
Command tried to kill his superior Nabyolwa, a Banyamulenge Vice President refused to
discipline him and MONUC did nothing about it, they refused to have anything to do
with DDRRR.

It is notable that the same Tutsi extremists and Rwandan officials who

talk about lack of action on DDRRR and genocide are the same ones who attacked and
got rid of the most effective commander ever for DDRRR [Congolese or Rwandan].
Mutebutsi was finally suspended but still in Bukavu with a bodyguard several
hundred strong. Gen Budja Mabe came in as interim Military Region Commander but
would not go out into the field to visit his commanders for fear of what might happen in
his absence. At the end of April/beginning of May 2004: Chief of Operations Col Simba
Hussein returned from training in Kinshasa. With Mabe’s blessing, he organized attacks
on the FDLR on the Ruzizi Plain and surrounding hills. Two FDLR battalions were
dislodged and 39 killed. The 10 MR lost 3 soldiers. Foreign combatants in retreat also
killed fifteen civilians while raiding and looting villages during their withdrawal. This
was the first time since Kamina that the FARDC actively took the fight to the Rwandan
Armed Groups. Odd then that shortly afterwards, the Third Rebellion should begin,
supported by Rwanda, claiming that Mabe, Nabyolwa and Hussein were plotting a
genocide against the Banyamulenge and not taking action against the FDLR122. This
destabilization campaign was denounced by the Banyamulenge’s own representative in
the Transitional Parliament who clearly saw the efforts of the GoR and the RCD-G to stir
up ethnic hatred in the East and the negative effects it would have on the Congolese
Tutsi community123. Those who had done nothing about the FDLR were attacking those
who were. Gen Nkunda, a Congolese Tutsi who had formerly served in the Rwandan
Army, was already accused of war crimes including the massacre of civilians and
physically assaulting MONUC staff while in command of RCD-G troops in Kisangani in
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2002124. While commanding in North Kivu before the Transition, he had done nothing
to deal with the FDLR. Though he had refused to serve in the new Congolese army and
to take up his assigned position of Commander of the 8th Military Region [North Kivu],
he “mysteriously” found the means to collect an army better equipped than the FARDC
and attack Bukavu within the space of a few weeks125. Further indicators that the GoR
was actively behind the assault on Bukavu included prior sightings of Rwandan Army in
the area and propaganda on Radio Rwanda126. The troops of the 10MR put up a poor
defense and MONUC troops did nothing until the fighting was actually going on in
Bukavu when they helped MONUC civilian staff 127 to evacuate civilians from the
fighting.

Though he pretended to go because he had realized “there had been no

genocide of Congolese Tutsis”, what finally made Nkunda leave was the threat of foreign
intervention similar to that which had taken place in Ituri with Operation Artemis128.
The last thing the GoR wanted was to have the French Army on its doorstep - the only
force to have ever defeated its forces in the field. Nkunda withdrew to the border
between North and South Kivu where he continued to receive support for several
months from both the GoR and its proxy administration in North Kivu129. Mutebutsi’s
followers dropped their weapons and fled into Rwanda, only to reappear, armed, trying
to cross at Kamanyola into the Ruzizi Plain where they were joined by other Mutebutsi
supporters from Uvira who arrived through Burundi with the help of its still Tutsidominated army130. After several days of fighting, a few rounds of fire from a MONUC
helicopter gunship encouraged them to return to Rwanda where the GoR considered
them as “refugees”. Sadly, the International Community also de facto considered them
as such and provided these war criminals with food and other supplies from UNDP,
UNHCR and WFP even though: they had not renounced their combatant status, still had
their uniforms, were located next to a Rwandan Army base and there was a history of
RCD-G and Rwandan officials recruiting combatants from refugee camps before, during
and after the crisis131. Elsewhere in the DRC, the lack of courage MONUC had shown
since allowing Mutebutsi to attack his commander finally blew back in its face as angry
Congolese attacked its offices all over the country132.
Because of this GoR-supported rebellion, the FARDC had to suspend its fight
against the FDLR who took back territory they had been pushed out of. The Mai Mai
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were once again pushed into their arms, suspecting MONUC of facilitating the Rebellion
by repatriating their erstwhile allies. Other negative impacts included diversion of
MONUC resources, evacuation of Milob sights, destruction of UN equipment, etc. It
literally put back the repatriation of FDLR by years133. The Banyamulenge - seriously
overrepresented in South Kivu institutions before the Nkunda attack - were the big
losers, especially RCD-G appointees who forfeited the positions and houses they had
occupied since Rwanda first invaded in 1996.

Mutebutsi and Nkunda’s treachery

inflamed tribalism, making life harder for ordinary Banyamulenge 134 . Fortunately,
Banyamulenge General Masunzu and his troops had stayed loyal to the TG, showing that
there were many Tutsis who were not ready to be instrumentalized by Rwanda.

North Kivu
The Rwandan Army’s hold on North Kivu was always stronger than in South
Kivu. Despite officially withdrawing its forces in Oct 02, there was continued evidence of
its presence135. Perhaps not surprisingly, despite stronger RCD-G control over North
Kivu [including Gen Obedi, the Tutsi Regional Commander close to Nkunda], there was
far less official co-operation to return Rwandan combatants and evidence that some of
those returned had been sent back to bolster Nkunda and Serufuli’s forces136. This was
further complicated by the province’s large Congolese Hutu population which makes it
harder to spot foreign combatants. As with the M-40 in South Kivu, Rwanda had
encouraged the creation of parallel Local Defense Forces by Hutu Governor Serufuli
which could be used in subsequent attempts to de-stabilize the province or secede137.
Despite the second class status of Hutus in Rwanda, the GoR and its proxies put out
much propaganda about the rest of the DRC being “anti-Rwandophone” [as opposed to
the usual line about impending genocide against Tutsis] to evoke sympathy. MONUC
DDRRR there had to rely much more on intermediaries to convince combatants and
their dependents to hand themselves in.

Lured by the reintegration package, some

turned out to be simple refugees or simply poor. However, this should not detract from
the fact that thousands of legitimate combatants and their dependents did return this
way. On the other hand, the actions undertaken by the “Mixed Brigades” following a
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deal struck with Nkunda achieved next to nothing except to kill and displace more
Congolese 138 . Nkunda soon went back to fighting the democratically elected and
internationally recognized GoDRC with absurd claims that the purpose of his rebellion
and Rwanda’s bellicosity is to fight the FDLR.

There has been evidence of continued

Rwandan military presence, press ganging combatants139 and recruitment of refugees in
Rwanda, especially child soldiers140. 09 Nov 07, the GoDRC and GoR signed yet another
internationally sponsored agreement recommitting themselves to all their previous
engagements141. Essentially, the GoDRC is to militarily eliminate the “genocidal” FDLR
and the GoR is to refrain from supporting rebel groups in the DRC. 24 Jan 08, the
GoDRC, Nkunda’s militia and other armed groups signed a new “Act of Engagement”
involving a ceasefire and disengagement plan142. They also agreed to disarm, integrate
the Army, respect human rights and cease relations with foreign groups. In return, there
is supposed to be a plan for amnesty [excluding war crimes], and incentives for
integration into the Army or civilian life. As acknowledged in the Nov 07 GoR/GoDRC
text, the same elements have been offered to the same parties many times before143. Each
time, the GoR has continued to use Nkunda and others to undermine Congolese
sovereignty in the hope of retaining control of the resource rich Kivus and the Congolese
fell back into their habit of using the FDLR to do their fighting for them while the
International Community sends insufficient and incapable resources.

Meanwhile,

hundreds of thousands of civilians suffer and die. Already, there have been several
major problems in the implementation of the latest agreements which cast doubt on
their ultimate chance of success144.

Province Orientale [including the Ituri Region] and le Grand Nord
The conflict in the Ituri Region of Province Orientale and the “Grand Nord”145 of
North Kivu was almost like a war within a war: it involved most of the same big players
but the game was slightly different. Despite the presence of the Sudanese People’s
Liberation Army [SPLA]146, foreign armed groups were not considered a major factor
and the rebel movements involved were not major contenders on the larger Congolese
stage. This did not mean that there was no involvement by the GoDRC and particularly
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the GoR and Government of Uganda [GoU]. Kisangani, the capital of Orientale
Province, is the third most important metropolis in the DRC and a commercial center
for the considerable economic resources of the north-east DRC. Rwanda was victorious
over Uganda in their fight over its diamond trade in 1999-2000. Rwanda recently used
its “soft power” [ex influence with the US & UK and its vice chairman of the African
Union (Patrick Mazimhaka)] to secure the position of Deputy Force Commander for
UNAMID, the new joint UN/AU force in Darfur. Besides other massacres and war
crimes alleged against him during his career 147 [especially as chief of Rwandan
Directorate of Military Intelligence], the designated general, Karenzi Karake 148 ,
commanded Rwandan troops in Kisangani during the fighting with the Ugandan Army.
The situation was so bad that a special UNSC resolution [S/RES/1304 (2000)] was
passed to condemn these actions.

The crimes, detailed in several UN reports 149 ,

included: “indiscriminate shelling”, “systematic violations of international humanitarian
law”, “civilian population terrorized and threatened through the use of hate radio
campaigns that attempted to force people to leave the city”, “760 civilians killed”, 1,700
civilians wounded”, “65, 000 civilians fled to the forest”, “69 schools shelled”, “medical
facilities damaged”,” cathedral damaged”, “land mines laid” -all “over control of the
diamond industry”. As mentioned above, he has now been indicted by a Spanish court
for war crimes.
Rwanda and Uganda later continued their fight through proxy militias. Besides
the original “rebel” movements MLC and RCD-K-ML, both the GoR and GoU provided
copious support to different competing ethnic militias such as the Front des
nationalistes et intégrationnistes [FNI - “Nationalist and Integrationist Front”], the
Forces populaires pour la démocratie au Congo [FPDC - “Popular Forces for Congolese
Democracy”]; the Force de résistance patriotique en Ituri [FRPI – “Patriotic Resistance
Force in Ituri”], Forces Patriotiques pour la Libération du Congo [FPLC: “Patriotic
Forces for the Liberation of Congo”- the military wing of the Union des Patriotes
Congolais (UPC) – “Union of Congolese Patriots”], its dissident wings UPC-K, the Parti
pour l’unité et la sauvegarde de l’intégrité du Congo [Pusic – “Party for the Unity and
Safety of Congo”], and the Forces armées du peuple congolais [FAPC – “Armed Forces
of the Congolese People”]150. However, they had no possible national security argument
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to support their encouragement of ethnic carnage, except the pillage it brought into the
coffers of their respective military/political elites 151 . These movements sometimes
changed patronage between Uganda and Rwanda, thus provoking some of the
dissensions. Many of the commanders of these militias were given General Officer ranks
in new Congolese Army, though several went back to their brutal ways and were
subsequently arrested for war crimes. While attending a TPVM meeting in Kigali 08 Jan
03, the GoDRC Delegation noticed that the infamous Thomas Lubanga who is now in
front of the ICC for recruitment of child soldiers 152 was staying at the same hotel.
Shortly thereafter, Ituri experienced an enormous amount of strife. Lubanga’s Chief of
Forces was a certain Bosco Ntaganda 153 , an officer of Rwandan origin accused of
numerous crimes against humanity. He is now Nkunda’s Chief of Staff in his new war of
destabilization in North Kivu. It is curious that just as MONUC was finally able to
concretely start DDRRR following the Rwandan Army’s withdrawal, the GoR started
supporting a bloody ethnic conflict that sucked away most of MONUC’s military and
logistic resources, meaning that it would be another 8 months before any sizable
military contingent would be available in South Kivu. The initial deployment of the EU
Artemis Force154 helped to stabilize the situation though it did not stay long. The referral
to the ICC of Lubanga and now Germaine Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui
[commander of the FRPI] 155 which risk embarrassing testimony about Rwanda and
Uganda’s roles [added to Uganda’s conviction before the ICJ for its crimes in the
DRC 156 ] may have encouraged them to reduce their destabilization operations. The
crimes against humanity these commanders are accused of, such as recruiting child
soldiers and attacking civilians, could easily be applied to Nkunda, Mutebutsi or indeed
most of the senior members of the GoR.

Burundi
There were initially several thousand Burundian combatants in South Kivu
besides the Rwandans, mostly from the Forces pour la Défense de la Démocratie [FDD]
along with a few hundred others mixed in with the Mai Mai. Initially, the Government of
Burundi [GoB] did not accept ex-combatants at the border because the then Tutsi-led
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government felt the returnees would be tallied for the Opposition in the composition of
the new national army. MONUC Bukavu accumulated hundreds of the combatants and
their families in a camp, some of whom eventually became restless and rowdy from the
wait, even though the camps were not prisons. Simply throwing them back into the
bush was not an attractive option since many would inevitably end up preying on the
local population. Virtually all FDD went home in the months following the signing of a
peace agreement in October 2003157, though there was still much difficulty getting the
new GoB to deal with combatants who were not members of a signatory group to the
Agreement. This case clearly shows the huge superiority of a political solution over a
costly, dangerous, long [and probably futile] attempt to remove every last combatant
from a vast, mountainous and remote terrain. Currently, the only Burundian fighters “in
the DRC” are a handful of Forces Nationales de Libération [FNL] who slip back and
forth across the border either to pillage or after being chased. The FNL confessed to the
attack on the Gatumba Refugee Camp [with mostly Congolese Tutsi victims] in 2004,
though the pre-Transition GoB tried to blame it on the Mai Mai without any proof
except an obviously forged document 158 . Curiously, the GoR closed the border to
MONUC traffic at the Kamanyola border just before the attack and seemed aware of it
before anyone else. Burundian security forces located a few hundred meters away had
done nothing to stop the massacre.

Uganda
The Ugandan caseload was never as important as the Rwandan or Burundian
one, and certainly did not justify Uganda’s occupation and pillage of the DRC –
particularly when put in the context of the far more serious threat inside Northern
Uganda posed by the Lord’s Resistance Army [LRA] which was massively recruiting
child soldiers and committing massacres. Rwanda and Uganda had twice invaded the
DRC in partnership to allegedly hunt down their respective rebels; but after falling out
over the spoils of the Kisangani diamond trade, there was evidence that Uganda was
supporting the FDLR against Rwanda159 and credible testimony from an LRA officer160
that the GoR had been providing resources and training to his group. The main group
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remaining in the DRC is a body of several hundred Allied Democratic Forces/National
Army for the Liberation of Uganda (ADF/NALU), most of which are believed to be
Congolese. An attack against them starting 24 Dec 05 by FARDC supported by MONUC
managed to kill 86 and displace the others but OCHA and UNICEF estimated 119,000
civilians had to flee the area in the process161. After the LRA did actually establish a small
presence in Garamba National Park, MONUC special forces attacked 23 Jan 06
following repeated criticism from President Museveni. Eight UN peacekeepers died in
the attack, and five were wounded162. It should be noted that, despite its horrendous
behavior in the DRC, the GoU has generally shown itself more open to dialogue, free
speech and the rule of law than the GoR. In Feb 08, it signed a ceasefire agreement with
the LRA163. A final version should be signed shortly. Complicating the agreement are the
arrest warrants for LRA leader Joseph Kony and three of his lieutenants which the ICC
says it will continue to pursue, for crimes in South Sudan as well as in Uganda164.

THE MEDIA – USES AND ABUSES
Communication is key in any conflict situation and peacekeeping mission, but
particularly so in the DRC, [the size of Western Europe] and the Great Lakes Region of
Africa with its history of propaganda campaigns to stir up ethnic tensions. The following
graphs from the IRC show just how critical it is to “get the story out”. They give
perspective to the tragedy in the DRC and the inadequacy of the International
Community’s response, even though they do NOT include either the deaths from 19961998 or those from 2006 onwards165. Presumably, taking action on more serious but less
“fashionable” humanitarian catastrophes does not make one feel as good about oneself
as the “cool causes”. It is particularly hard to motivate the International Community if
reality clashes with mythic, “Hollywood” versions of the protagonists previously built up
by the Media. Less serious crises attracted far more media attention AND far more
resources from the International Community as a result:
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Radio Programming
Radio Okapi, a joint MONUC-Fondation Hirondelle effort, was created to
provide the Congolese with a reputable nationwide radio network. When MONUC
DDRRR did the reconnaissance for setting up its Eastern offices in Spring 2002, there
was no security for field missions. The RCD-G and Rwandan Army made sure that it
would not venture into the field by “refusing to guarantee security” [a veiled threat] or
flat out refusing access. Therefore, a credible, independent radio program was needed
to encourage combatants to come home.

Since support from MONUC’s Public

Information Office [PIO] was sporadic, it also needed to have its own dedicated staff.
Lacking a budget at that time, with the help of the Director of Radio Okapi, USAID
agreed to pay for a journalist recruited by the NGO Search for Common Ground. The
“Gutahuka” [Kinya-rwanda for “Return”] program was a big hit, regularly cited by
combatants in their decision to go home 166 . Unfortunately, there was a technical
problem with the short wave of Radio Okapi, so it did not reach all the combatant
groups in Congo’s immense and rugged mountains. Since the Director of PIO did not
consider fixing the problem a priority, DDRRR improvised with mobile radio stations
deployed to temporary assembly areas once there were contingent troops to provide
escort. Attempts were made to get the GoR to put out a pamphlet explaining their
reintegration program, but they refused to issue a formal document; so DDRRR made
its own after consulting the RDRC 167 . Sadly, offers proposed to the Congolese
Demobilization and Reintegration Authority [CONADER] to create a similar program to
inform combatants and the population on Congolese DDR/SSR received no response at
the time.

Radio monitoring
The GoU and especially the GoR frequently used hate media, as indicated in
reports on the Aug 2000 fighting between their two armies over the Kisangani diamond
trade 168. This tactic was subsequently used to inflame ethnic tensions in the Kivus, after
the Rwandan Army “officially” left the DRC in the autumn of 2002. It was their own
brazenness that made [some in] MONUC aware of the extent of the situation. After the
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GoR or its proxies complained several times about hate messages on Congolese radio
stations, Bukavu DDRRR used some of its interpreters to monitor the media. It also
monitored Rwandan radio to see what their message was. As per earlier UN human
rights reports, almost all the allegations about “hate messages” on Congolese radio
related to reactions to the numerous human rights abuses committed by either the
Rwandan Army or its Congolese proxies169. The GoR frequently tried to stir up ethnic
divisions in the DRC, either by pretending there was a genocide against Tutsis about to
happen or preaching Rwandophone solidarity against the rest of the Congolese. Of
course, they also had other means of pushing their agenda: especially gullible Western
journalists and diplomats who parroted their official line.

WHY TALK WHEN YOU CAN GET SOMEONE ELSE TO FIGHT FOR
YOU?
As General Sir Rupert Smith says in The Utility of Force, it is necessary to
address the root causes of violence in order to “win the peace” 170 . Both the DRC and
Burundi have gone through laborious peace negotiations and dialogue which, despite
many obstacles, have achieved enormous results. The main challenge remaining in the
DRC is Nkunda who, with GoR support and encouragement, has continued to
destabilize the East.

Besides the quest for pillage, political repression in Rwanda and

Uganda is a root cause for much of the conflict. Despite the clear failure of their own
policies of aggression to achieve any progress on armed opposition in the DRC, the GoR
and GoU manipulated diplomats, journalists and senior UN leadership to treat as a
failure the voluntary return of the majority of foreign combatants in the DRC by
MONUC171. Both governments got away with blatantly rigged elections, especially in
Rwanda which has all the normal levers of a police state [climate of intimidation, total
control of the security apparatus and almost total control of the media]. As mentioned
above, Kagame has imprisoned and assassinated many of his political opponents since
taking power172. President Museveni of Uganda also conveniently found a reason why his
main opponent had to be arrested at election time, though his control is far less
complete than Kagame’s. However, he must be commended for the genuine peace
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negotiations he has entered into with the LRA and other armed groups. Even though
Kagame maintains what is clearly a de facto apartheid state where one strains to find the
token Hutu in management, he manages to get Western diplomats and the staff of
International Financial Institutions to proclaim that Rwanda has a “no ethnicity” system
while shamelessly putting the Congolese Tutsi community at risk by trying to pit them
against other ethnic groups. He has managed to get the International Community to
seriously consider using force to hunt down the FDLR in the bush despite the clear
refusal of the GoR to engage in any serious political dialogue with opposition of any
kind. Anyone who disagrees with the Regime is called a “genocidaire” or “sympathizer
with genocidaires”. Starting in 2004 with the St. Egidio process in Rome, the FDLR
condemned the Genocide and expressed their willingness to go home conditional on
increased political openness173. One can question whether all FDLR would have been
truly open to this had there been a sincere response from the GoR. Rwandan Special
Envoy to the Great Lakes Richard Sezibera was welcoming but most declarations, such
as those of Foreign Minister Charles Murigande, promised that they would be arrested
upon arrival. The GoR not only did not attend the talks, they intimidated the EU from
being in the same room with the FDLR174. A genuinely positive response probably would
have had a good effect since, despite the negative reception; the process encouraged
several hundred FDLR to return. An effort to create an Inter Rwandan Dialogue has
been organized by the same NGO that brought the case against the RPF in Spain.
Though attended by Hutus and Tutsis from inside Rwanda and the Diaspora, for
obvious reasons, the GoR itself did not come to any of the meetings. The last one
focused on rule of law, a highly inclusive Inter-Rwandan Dialogue and a Truth, Justice
and Reconciliation Commission175. The GoR attitude is especially troubling since a study
by Harff176 found that a country such as Rwanda, with a history of past upheaval, a
minority elite, low trade openness, and autocracy has a high likelihood of incurring a
genocide, especially if it already had one. Burundi also fit the pattern but its new
political arrangements, if they can survive, will have lessened that.
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CONGOLESE SECURITY SECTOR REFORM [SSR]
Almost completely ignored at first, the International Community has come to
realize the importance of SSR in the DRC. A 2006 SG Report noted:
“…significant weaknesses in the training; equipping and other logistical
support, in particular transportation; organization; leadership; fighting ability and,
above all, the conduct of Congolese army units’ vis-à-vis the population.” … “The
valuable assistance received by FARDC so far from the international community needs
to be continually increased and refocused to ensure that the Congolese troops are
effective militarily and seen as a protector of the population. Progress on the military
side of disarmament, demobilization, repatriation, resettlement and reintegration, and
the entire exit strategy for MONUC, will be very difficult unless this issue is addressed in
a fundamental and systematic manner.”177
By the time the DRC’s TG was in place, the vast country was a patchwork of
fiefdoms with multiple armies, militias, and police forces. With the exception of some
leftovers from the corrupt Mobutu period [Ex-Forces Armées Zaïroises (Ex-FAZ)] and
some rebels who had been part of the Rwandan or Ugandan armies, most combatants
had little or no formal military training and were used to living off the population in one
way or another. This did not stop commanders giving themselves grandiose ranks. In
the East, Congolese rebels were totally under the domination of their foreign patrons,
especially the RCD-G which took almost all its orders from Kigali. In this environment,
speed was critical: combatants get used to being given things at the point of a gun and
idle, hungry [ex]fighters are always a danger. UNDP and the World Bank were the “lead
agencies”, though their institutional cultures make them inappropriate for rapid
action 178 . Compounding their own weaknesses, they placed excessive reliance on
“national ownership” for a country coming out of decades of corruption and war. They
were supposed to have put in place a “rapid response mechanism” by early 2003 to deal
with groups already willing to disarm, but UNDP had no field presence until mid 2004
& no actual reaction mechanism until 2005 when the regular program was supposed to
have already begun. The M-40 was routed by fellow Rwandan proxy RCD-G in Apr 03,
following a battle for turf and influence. Despite lobbying efforts by MONUC DDRRR,
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nothing was done by the MDRP, UNDP or bilateral donors so many M-40 [including
child soldiers] showed up as part of Nkunda’s attack on Bukavu in June 04.
Another key failure was lack of reliable information on the combatants. Having
accurate personnel records is key to having a good pay system. Having a good pay
system is essential to having disciplined soldiers. Without discipline, soldiers are just
thugs. A pilot project was successfully done in Bukavu in early 2004 to improve
discipline and accountability, but follow up support proved difficult. Neither UNDP nor
the Head of a foreign military cooperation project –based in Kinshasa - could
understand the need for data on the client group or appreciate the discipline problems
in the East. Finally, a joint FARDC-South African project began with British funding but
it was seriously under resourced. In South Kivu, there was no support from MONUC
military because the Brigade Commander did not feel like providing even a minimal
security escort.

DDRRR provided the only assistance in terms of vehicles, internet

access, printing, etc. highlighting again the need for independent assets. It nonetheless
proved useful in improving the security climate 179 . Armed personnel in each site
surveyed was half that originally predicted, allowing the government to double soldiers’
pay without increasing the defense budget. Previously, much money was paid to nonexistent troops, probably into the pockets of government and military officials. Troops
also got ID cards which gave a better impression that the armed forces are accountable
and under control. Another – biometric- census of the FARDC was paid for by the EU in
2007180. When completed, every Congolese soldier will have an individual identity card
that cannot be falsified, which will identify him by, among other things, his fingerprints.
Another key part of the project is “Chain of payments”, started in 2006 and involving
the appointment of account managers for each Integrated Brigade and paying agents at
battalion level.
When DDR/SSR actually started, the few resources available were slow coming
to the field, having been much diverted by corruption and mismanagement. Little effort
was made to link up with the private sector [especially the mining industry] to find
employment. As a result, demobilization and “brassage” centers181 became health and
security hazards to the combatants and the population: some combatants died from
easily preventable diseases and others preyed upon the neighboring population. Though
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unplanned for, dependants inevitably followed combatants [the family’s main source of
revenue and protection] - putting additional strains on communities. Unsurprisingly, a
number of combatants left the program or refused to join for those reasons alone or as a
useful pretext. Militia leaders sent to Kinshasa to receive grounding in military doctrine
and to be disassociated from their groups, were left largely without support; so they
drifted back to the East secure in the conviction that without their own troops and patch
of territory to tax, they would be nothing. Those responsible for planning the process
rarely or never visited the East where the bulk of the problems were. Combatants
waiting for brassage at Luberizi only started to get any real support when Gen Joana and
his EUSEC team visited in June 05, saw the problems and started moving things in
Kinshasa. International efforts have made much progress compared to 2004182, but
even today after 3 years, similar problems persist to an unacceptable degree.
On the Police side, MONUC has been providing assistance for several years. The
most recent MONUC report put the strength of its police component at 391 police
trainers and six formed units (750, all ranks)183. The EUPOL RD CONGO mission was
officially launched April 05184. A particular challenge exists in the East where in rebel
controlled areas, there was almost no police to speak of except for [corrupt] traffic cops.
Thus, such real policing as there was used to be done by the rebel militias and then the
FARDC. Though much effort was rightly placed on preparing units for crowd control in
the run up to the 2006 elections, it will take years of intense effort to establish a culture
of rule of law and professionalism in the Congolese Police.
Part of the problem is that the international community [with the notable
exception of China185] has not realized the strategic importance of the DRC, so they have
not given it the priority they should have. The Iraq Study Group Report186 estimated
that SSR in Iraq required advisors down to the company level.

The professional

situation of the security services in the DRC is at least as serious and requires similar
resources. Resources currently being used to fruitlessly support the FARDC in attacking
the remnants of the FDLR in the bush to make Rwanda happy could be better used in
providing a root and branch rebuilding of the Congolese Security Sector, though they
would have to be adapted for training [ex. with a higher proportion of NCOs]. Properly
regulated and supervised private security companies may also be able to offer
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assistance187.

Whether the mission should be separate or related to MONUC requires

further study but it would have to be adequately resourced for such a massive task188 and
should regroup all the presently disparate international efforts under one command. Up
to now, one of the reasons for the chaos in the DRC has been the lack of unity by
international donors as the GoDRC plays one off against the other189.

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY & MONUC ISSUES
Problems with the Deployment and Effectiveness of the Peacekeeping
Force190
The “Brahimi” Report191 noted in 2000 that developed countries still refused to
participate in missions such as MONUC: troops were coming seriously under-equipped
and untrained; with differing interpretations of command and control, rules of
engagement, and mission requirements for use of force. A 2003 report raised the same
problems of slow deployment, DDR, SSR, and strengthening rule of law in post-conflict
environments192. Though many troops perform valiantly and well, it is not uncommon to
find Troop Contributors and soldiers who act like state-owned corporations: i.e.
mercenaries without any contractual or market discipline. The troop situation is not a
purely military issue. It also affects the ability of civilian sections to do their duties. The
first MONUC battalion in Goma did almost nothing. Its officers told UN Security that
should anything serious take place; they would lock themselves down [and forget
rescuing civilian staff]. They mostly just got into trouble. In Bukavu, there were initially
no troops at all. The first company to arrive did good work providing support to civilian
sections like Human Rights, Political Affairs and DDRRR - until it was replaced by a
light battalion whose commander was not interested in anything except his own force
protection. Another contingent arrived approximately a year late. Its first rotation
spent almost the whole tour sitting in Kindu because the Rwanda-Uganda fuelled
conflict in Ituri sucked up all MONUC’s air assets. They generally performed well but
were insufficient for the large area of operations and suffered from varying quality due
to internal personnel problems. “Uni-contingent” brigades arrived in 2004 for North
and South Kivu. The idea was that their commanders would have better command and
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control but their higher rank, increased number of troops and “unity” of command only
seemed to increase the unwillingness of these commanders to listen to anyone else or
provide support to the civilian sections actually driving the mission. In South Kivu, the
Brigade Commander refused to support both registration and the brassage centers,
preferring to run his own “centers” without consulting or harmonizing with other actors.
Regimental administration often came before support to civilian sections and “doctrine”
was used to avoid certain tasks. For example, units insisted that they did not deploy at
less than platoon or company level - with air support - though all that was needed was a
few token guards. This made it difficult to put together a patrol - especially when urgent
situations arose - severely damaging MONUC’s credibility. Oversized patrols were
cumbersome to work with. Many escorts only felt obliged to go from point A to B while
the real mission was to observe along the way, spend time on the objective, talk to the
population, etc. When that particular Brigade commander was away, things worked
much smoother. One way to improve the situation would be to hire properly vetted
private security firms under the direct control of UN Security who would work directly
for the civilian sections. This would require rigorous contracts spelling out human rights
and criminal responsibility. This would undoubtedly be far stricter than the almost nonexistent responsibility currently exercised over national contingents193.

Papering over with new organizations and agreements
One very disturbing and counterproductive phenomenon was the International
Community’s penchant for constantly inventing new mechanisms to do the same thing
as MONUC while taking advantage of its limited human and physical assets, thus
making it more difficult for it to do its work194. Though diplomats like announcing a new
“mechanism for cooperation” [since they do not have to implement them], these are
usually a poor substitute for addressing the root causes which made the previous
mechanisms fail. Inevitably they end up as: at best, irrelevant and time consuming or
worse, as destructive second guessers which hide other agendas and serve as tools to
destroy the peace process.

The Third Party Verification Mechanism [TPVM] was

probably the worst. It was supposed to include both South African and UN officials and
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integrate the opinions and interests of both; but the South African representatives
treated MONUC’s DSRSG contemptuously and acted unilaterally, usually to the
detriment of the mission. They had a definite bias towards Rwanda and virtually never
criticized its crimes and destabilization in the DRC. Mostly, they tried to set themselves
up as competition for MONUC in the repatriation of foreign combatants. They would
follow MONUC DDRRR around and try to bribe the Congolese militias to let them take
the combatants instead of MONUC – not bothering to register them when they crossed
into Rwanda. This caused problems later when the Congolese made accusations that
some combatants were coming back – on their own or sent by the GoR to destabilize.
Despite [or because of] the bribes, they were not very successful and eventually faded
away after pursuing many incredible tales of “top genocidaires” wanted by the ICTR
“who would give themselves up to TPVM with thousands of their supporters”195. The
Joint Verification Mechanism was a similar creation, supposed to be composed of joint
Rwandan/DRC Teams supported by MONUC with the participation of the AU to
investigate claims of DRC support to the Rwandan Armed Groups and of Rwandan
support to Congolese insurgents. Despite much time and resources expended by
MONUC, “of 22 alleged violations reported to the Joint Verification Teams before they
ceased altogether to function, the teams managed to confirm only two”196. The Tripartite
Agreement197 created in Oct 04 also aimed to increase cooperation and in Apr 05, a US
sponsored Information Sharing Mechanism was established198 which assumed that the
parties would share intelligence with the others and international sponsors, but again,
no “actionable intelligence” ever came out of it that was shared with MONUC199. Despite
the involvement of the International Community in the Nov 07 GoR/GoDRC
agreement200, it is unlikely to be any more productive than past ones. Labelling the
FDLR as “genocidal” does nothing other than to ensure that Western officials continue
to let themselves be manipulated into bad options. Hardly any of the protagonists is any
more innocent of “genocide” than the FDLR fighters out in the bush. The GoR itself has
several times admitted 201 that after the Rwandan Civil War, two invasions and
occupation of Zaire/DRC, approximately 150,000 people who passed through Rwanda’s
prisons [most without trial] and 13 years in the Congolese bush, the FDLR contains few
of the original “genocidaires”, though its members may have committed equally heinous
crimes in the DRC [mostly against Congolese]. Sezibera has even admitted that some
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members of the FDLR could join the Rwandan Army202. If the FDLR is truly a “genocidal
organization” then it is bizarre that its former leader Ruarakabije has been given a
general’s position in the current Rwandan Army [though without any real
responsibilities]. Besides stopping Western rewards for bad behaviour, by far the
cheapest and only long term solution is to achieve some true openness and political
dialogue in Rwanda’s apartheid police state. The one potentially interesting bit of the
Agreement is to allow some FDLR “not wanted for genocide” to disarm and move away
from the border. Whether they would trust the Parties and realistically consider this in
the current circumstances is open to question.

CONCLUSIONS
Because of its size, population, centrality and resources, the DRC has huge
strategic importance. The situation that began with the Ugandan-supported RPF
invasion of Rwanda and culminated in over ten years of invasion and destabilization
of the DRC by those two rogue states is by far the most important humanitarian
disaster of our time and yet one of the least mediatized. To resume in a nutshell what
the situation in the DRC has taught us:

1.

Though elements of force are important, it was ultimately political

dialogue followed by free elections [“democratic peace”] that brought significant
progress to Burundi, the DRC and now Uganda. Millions of people would be alive today,
decades of development assistance would have been saved and billions less spent on
peacekeeping if only the International Community had the courage to follow that policy
when Rwanda, Uganda et al first invaded the DRC in 1996. We must concentrate on
addressing the sustaining elements of conflict like illegal exploitation of economic
resources and political oppression besides reaching for a gun. As per President Teddy
Roosevelt’s maxim, “speak softly and carry a big stick…”
2.

Rewarding brutal, repressive and corrupt regimes who invade their

neighbors is a force multiplier for poverty and insecurity. Donors must stop providing
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development and military assistance to warlords, no matter how good they are at
speaking the right buzz words to the development community.

This includes

international institutions like the World Bank, IMF and UN Department of
Peacekeeping Operations which should stop hiring indicted war criminals to “protect
civilians”.
3.

Stopping the conflict will probably involve securing the natural resources

fueling it.
4.

Rebuilding shattered societies takes a long time - often decades. Large

movements of armies in Africa inevitably cause distress regardless of whose side they
are on. The effects of war are felt long and deeply after the conflict has finished - so
speed of action is essential to limit the damages and start the rebuilding as soon as
possible. It is far cheaper in the medium and long term even if it costs more money up
front.
5.

Security Sector Reform, including Demobilization and Reintegration must

be among the first practical steps to peace. Combatants left lying around will inevitably
get up to no good, so dealing with them at the usual pace of development agencies is
unacceptable.
6.

Though it will not solve the conflict, a highly mobile & professional

international force can nip massacres in the bud. Eventually, simply the credible threat
of such an intervention will act as deterrent. NOTE, however, that this does not mean
cobbling together a regional force of war criminals.
7.

We need to sensitize the people in the world who have the means to do

something [intelligent] about the plight of the people most in need. Modern
communication plans must address all target audiences in order to shape the
environment as much as possible: the parties, the people, the donors, and the larger
international public.
8.

There is need for greater professionalization of peacekeeping and

peacebuilding. We need to look at who does what better. This is more about effective use
of resources and speed of reaction than trying to buy the cheapest pencil. Most critical is
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proper personnel and contingent management, including alternate providers where
appropriate, better use of local staff and paying more to hire/retain the best talent. In
particular, serious thought should be given to hiring private firms under the control of
UN Security to provide close protection to civilian sections, freeing up contingents for
larger scale tasks.
9.

To properly evaluate situations, there is a need for technical specialists

who can give senior leadership the most objective metrics possible to make informed
decisions. Every mission should therefore have economists on staff and capacity for
obtaining independent performance reviews.
10.

Finally, but not least, we must do more than “pretend to care”. Moral

courage and leadership from senior field staff and world leaders is critical.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Regarding War Crimes:
1.

The actions of Rwanda, Uganda and the DRC need to be seen for what they

are. There are enough objective facts and statistics out there to make a case against the
top culprits.
2.

Hopefully, UNHCHR will finally conduct a proper, if belated investigation

into the killings in the DRC since 1993.
3.

The ICC needs to look at who supported Thomas Lubanga, Germaine

Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui.
4.

All development aid in any form to Rwanda and Uganda must be subject

to good behavior towards the DRC and political openness at home.
5.

Rwanda must be pressured to hand over war criminals to the DRC or ICC

such as Laurent Nkunda, Jules Mutebutsi and their supporters.
6.

Rwanda and Uganda should also be made to pay at least symbolic

reparations to their victims in the DRC. If necessary, donors can explicitly deduct this
from their assistance to those countries.
7.

At the very least - “smart sanctions” should be imposed against the

leaderships of Rwanda and Uganda.
8.

Both multilateral and bilateral donors should adopt a Donor’s Charter

which stipulates as a minimum that:
•

They will NOT give development aid to a country that wages war against

its neighbors;
•

They will NOT give development aid to a country which commits

widespread human rights against its own population;
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•

They will NOT give development aid to a country with massive corruption;

•

If these criteria are not respected, and development aid is halted, the

humanitarian aid must also be critically evaluated;
It is imperative that donors be held publicly accountable for failing to follow
these guidelines, if not in the courts, then at least before public opinion. It donors feel
guilty about cutting off aid; they can donate equivalent amounts to global funds
targeting diseases such as Malaria and AIDs.

Regarding Mechanisms by the International Community to Achieve
Concrete Progress in Building Capacity in the DRC
1.

MONUC should focus on protecting the population rather than hunting

Foreign Armed Groups.
2.

Contain the Foreign Armed Groups and gradually deny them resources

while pressuring them to lay down their arms, hopefully by dialogue with their home
countries.
3.

Open dialogue with the non-violent opposition in Rwanda and Uganda.

4.

Set up a significantly resourced mission focused on SSR that regroups all

international efforts;
5.

Set up a significantly resourced mission focused on improving governance

that regroups most international efforts;
6.

Expect these missions to be there for a sufficiently long time to get the job

done – probably at least ten years in the case of the DRC.
7.

Use the appropriate agencies for a conflict/post-conflict situation. UNDP

and the World Bank should NOT be involved in anything requiring speed such as SSR.
8.

Identify key tipping points such as natural resources or failures in the

security system upon which the success will depend
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9.

Focus on leadership in peacekeeping/peacebuilding: moral character and

experience in conflict situations should take precedence over political horse trading and
quotas.
10.

The EU and other developed countries should set up a brigade sized rapid

reaction force, if possible with participation from African democracies with strong
armies [ex. Ghana, South Africa] to respond to critical threats [ex. reinvasion by
Rwanda]. If the situation becomes calm enough, such a rapid reaction force could serve
several missions at the same time.

1 Source for the map: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democratic_Republic_of_the_Congo Accessed 8 Apr 06.
2 Estimates for the Rwandan genocide usually range from 500,000 to 800,000. Demographer William Seltzer estimates the figure
at 657,000 – SEE Human Rights Watch. “Numbers” http://www.hrw.org/reports/1999/rwanda/Geno1-3-04.htm Accessed 14 Apr
06. According to the UN News Centre, deaths in Darfur are so far estimated to be approximately 400,000 - SEE “Annan welcomes
extension of African Union mission in Darfur” at www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=19948&Cr=sudan&Cr1=# Accessed 02
Nov 07. The Congolese (direct and indirect) death toll from 1998 to 2007 is 5.4m and counting according to the International
Rescue Committee [IRC] mortality survey, making it the deadliest since the Second World War. SEE “Mortality in the Democratic
Republic

of

Congo:

An

7_congomortalitysurvey.pdf

ongoing

crisis”

Accessed

24

Jan

08

at

http://www.theirc.org/resources/2007/2006-

NOTE that this does not include the huge amounts of people killed during the first Rwandan

orchestrated AFDL invasion in 1996 [SEE BELOW Note 22], where at least 213,000 Rwandan Hutu refugees disappeared which
does not include the countless Congolese who also lost their lives.
3 “Killing Them Softly-Has Foreign Aid to Rwanda and Uganda Contributed to the Humanitarian Tragedy in the Democratic
Republic of Congo?” in the Africa Policy Journal [Produced by Harvard University Kennedy School of Government], Spring 06, Vol.
1 at http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/kssgorg/apj/
4 SEE for ex. Rummel, R.J. Power Kills: Democracy as a Method of Nonviolence. Transaction Publishers [New Brunswick - NJ, USA:
1997] AND Ray, James Lee. “Does Democracy Cause Peace?” Annu. Rev. Polit. Sci. 1998.1:27-46. Accessed from
arjournals.annualreviews.org 31 Mar 08.
5 Reprised from “Killing Them Softly…” Op cit.
6 SEE Che Guevera’s memoirs of his time in the eastern Congo during the 1960’s. Guevera, Che. The African Dream: The Diaries of
the Revolutionary War in the Congo. Harvill Press: July 2000.
7 =Government of the Democratic Republic of Congo
8 Goma is the capital of the Province of North Kivu, which borders on Rwanda and has a large minority of Rwandophones, especially
Hutus.
9 Mai Mai (also spelt “Mayi Mayi”] are traditional Congolese self defense militias, particularly active in the Eastern Congo.
Generally, they are locally based though as the latest war went on, they received equipment from the Government in Kinshasa and
gradually adapted more formal military structures. As part of the agreement that ended the war, they were included in the
Transitional Army (“Forces armées de la république démocratique du Congo”: FARDC).
10 SEE “Letter Dated 23 July 1999 From the Permanent Representative of Zambia to the United Nations Addressed to the President
of the Security Council” - ANNEX: “Ceasefire Agreement”. S/1999/815.
11 Mission des Nations Unies en République Démocratique du Congo [United Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo]
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12 SEE “Memorandum of Understanding between the Governments of the Democratic Republic of Congo and Rwanda on the
Withdrawal of the Rwandan Troops from the Territory of the DRC and the Dismantling of the Ex-FAR And Interahamwe Forces in
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